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We’ve been consulting to sales
teams all over the globe for
seventeen years, but the last
few years have ushered in the
biggest shift in competitive
strategy we’ve ever seen. 
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HOW LEADERSHIP TEAMS REACT TO 
THIS SHIFT WILL DIRECTLY IMPACT THEIR
ABILITY TO DRIVE ORGANIC GROWTH. 

This e-book will focus on this market shift 
and how sales—and those who support 
them—need to change to keep pace.

These changes are driving an evolving, knowledge 
based approach to selling that we refer to as Preci-
sion Guided Selling. Precision Guided Selling pro-
vides management the ability to guide sales people 
and salespeople the ability to guide customers at 

to close.

The Why Behind Precision Guided Selling 
Yesterday, sustainable competitive advantage lived 
happily alongside annual strategic planning, static 
customer needs and all the legacy sales enable-
ment solutions designed for this same world. 

change in real time.  Ditto for the needs of  your 
customers AND for the priorities of  your senior 
management.

Consider these changes. You acquire a new com-
pany, divest another or introduce a new product 
or service enhancement. All the while your com-
petitors are doing the same. Perhaps a new regu-
lation or geo-political shift emerges that changes 
your customer needs and how you service them. 
Senior management makes a change in pricing 
strategy, brand positioning or contract terms.

How long does it take to synthesize what the 
change means and communicate to sales teams 
who ultimately are communicating with the cus-
tomer? In today’s world, the speed of  change must 
be days, not weeks or months.

Legacy sales enablement solutions are not de-
signed to deliver real time market knowledge. No 
wonder 90% of  what sales gets from marketing is 
not being used, 70% of  traditional sales training 
is gone after 30 days and 74% of  organizations 
report dismal CRM adoption.

Today demands fundamentally

engineered to enable your sales team 
to sell at the speed of  change.

We’ve been CONSULTING
to sales teams all over the globe
for seventeen years, but the 
last few years have ushered in 
the biggest shift in competitive 
strategy we’ve ever seen.
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We have been building, testing, and delivering these solutions for the past three years, and will share 
our best practices. Here we will focus on market shifts and why traditional sales training, marketing and 
CRM solutions are quickly becoming irrelevant.

Let’s start with what is driving this change
to re-think sales enablement with a few facts:
The demise of  long-term, sustainable competitive advantage. 

maintaining sustainable competitive advantage. Typically, these competitive advantages were structural 
in nature and provide barriers to new entrants.

With the advent of  availability of  data and speed to which competitors can copy, the very nature of  
competitive advantage has changed forever.

In her new book “The End of  Competitive Advantage,” Columbia professor Rita Gunter McGrath 
states that companies now need to compete with a series of  short-term transient advantages. 

Most of  the old systems for marketing and selling were built to support long-term advantage. Today’s 
market requires that marketers and sellers need “real time data” to compete as the market advantages 
quickly shift.

Buyers now are better prepared than sellers.
According to Forrester Research, buyers are now between 60-90% ahead of  sellers in the traditional 
sales cycle.

That is, due to the ready availability of  digital data on you and your competitors, buyers have been able 

your ability—and your competitors’—to respond to those needs.

are and what “keeps them up at night,” sales needs to start with “this is what should be keeping you 
up a night” to meet (and lead) buyers where they are in the process. Sales and Marketing Management 
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“selling on the basis of  facts and insights is a crucial 
skill for salespeople, just don’t ask salespeople to chase 
those facts and insights themselves.”
Why winners win (and losers lose).
If  you ask sellers why they won, they will tell you it’s about “relationships.” And if  you ask why they lost, 
they will say “price.” We know from our twelve years and $20 billion of  win/loss reviews that winners 
win when they show customers how they meet their needs better than their alternatives. 

functional leader and frontline sales levels say that 80% of  these companies’ sales teams don’t feel they 

success than their alternatives.

point they enter the buy/sell cycle, especially given the amount of  data that’s now available to buyers. 
They need to have better data in order to be able to lead the conversation, and not having this data is 
challenging win rates. A Forbes article entitled “To Increase Revenue Stop Selling” notes that “what 
salespeople need today is data that drives insight into their own value and how it applies to achieving 
their customer’s business objectives at multiple levels.”

The training solution is broken.
Sales training began with a focus on human relationships. Then, in the 1980s, sales began to be seen as 

focused—and still focuses—on teaching generic sales methodology with a goal of   installing common 
-

proach usually prompts salespeople to think through who their buyers are, what their role is, and what 
they are trying to accomplish, and then go execute discovery to do so. Legacy sales training focuses on 
the “how” but not “what” salespeople need to know.

CHIEF SALES OFFICER INSIGHTS recently reported
that 70% of  sales training is LOST thirty days after a class.
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What salespeople need now are fewer blank forms and more data that gives them the actionable 
knowledge they need to meet and lead today’s more knowledgeable buyers, at every stage of  the 
buy/sell cycle.

Salespeople do not value an approach that requires inputting the same data over and over again. 
What they do value, and will use, is an approach that delivers value to them in the form of  a real 
time knowledge base they can leverage to win at higher conversion rates and higher margins.

-

• Be scalable to all salespeople not just your top performers and top customers
• Shift the knowledge base real time with market changes
• Cover every step of the buy/sell cycle from qualification to close
• Be available in formats salespeople use such as e-mail, Powerpoint and Word documents
• Leverage technology to house, distribute and update the data
• Not rely on expensive reporting from consulting firms or creation of new departments to build the data but rather create
  ongoing and dynamic enterprise competency

 

Precision Guided Selling accomplishes 
all the above and can be thought of  as 
the next generation of  Insight Selling.
The marketing solution is disconnected.
The data salespeople need to have conversations with customers has largely been expected to be pro-
vided by marketing.  However, the American Marketing Association recently released a study reporting 
that 90% of   what marketing gives sales is not what they need, and is not being used. What’s the result? 

Much like oil however it has to be extracted, refined and processed such that it’s actionable for
salespeople.
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Imagine if  you have 500 sellers having 100 conversations a year with customers—that’s 50,000 brand 
imprints a year largely left up to sellers. Every conversation your sales team has is either a deposit or a 
withdrawal of  brand equity, and generic blank form sales process training does not help that.

What will drive more sales cycles forward —50,000 conversations that vary based on interpretation of  
your value propositions, or 50,000 conversations backed up with hard data and based on value proposi-

There is bad buying just as there is bad selling.
While buyers may be ahead of  sellers, they are still making bad decisions. Buyer Seller Insights, another 

The upside to this is that it presents salespeople with a great opportunity to lead customers in making 
higher value decisions for their companies.

Unfortunately, salespeople don’t have the data 
they need to lead customers through this 
kind of  RATIONAL AND HOLISTIC
DECISION process. To make matters worse, 
they are responding to their customers’ 
bad questions with bad answers.

However, this problem can be remedied by providing sales with information on who a buyer’s cross- 
functional stakeholders are and what criteria they should be using to make buying decisions. Harvard 
Business Review, in their article “The End of  Solution Selling” proposes that it’s time that sellers stop 
trying to understand the buy process and start leading it.
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Technology for sales is upside down.
On her website, SmartSellingTools.com, Nancy Nardin recently reported that 74% of  companies using 
CRM are not achieving high levels of  adoption. The primary reason is that CRM is essentially another 

74% of  COMPANIES using CRM are 
NOT achieving high levels of  ADOPTION.

-
ing, it is not being leveraged as a competitive weapon for frontline sales. As a result, it is upside down for 
sales.

That is, while it asks sales to provide data, it does not give them the data and insights they need to do 
their job. Technology needs to be a two-way street. Not only should it accept inputs from sales that pro-
vide management with valuable information, it should also be used to provide competitive and insight-
ful data to help sales compete.

 recently reported 
that CRM needs to move from single user 
focus to SHARED BEST PRACTICE and 
from process tracking to guided selling.

While market shifts and the outdated traditional modes of  supporting sales are 
creating challenges, they are also creating opportunities for those companies 
that can change their thinking and their approach to sales.
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Knowledge based SALES approach.
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{ CHAPTER #2 }

In essence Precision Guided Selling (PGS) creates a conduit from the 
strategy of  leadership to the tactics of  sellers “real time” as the market 
and leader priorities shift. This data enables leaders to guide the deci-
sions of  sales and sales the ability to take the lead and guide the deci-
sions of  customer. With PGS salespeople lead the discussion rather 
than having to zero-base each opportunity with ground up discovery.

enablement approaches were not producing results.

Not surprisingly, we found many root causes, but the primary one was that sales now needs knowledge 
(not generic sales methodology) that allows them to catch up, and go beyond, buyers who are ahead of  
them in the traditional sales cycle. It is this approach—providing sales with data that gives them insight 
into their customers’ organizations that has come to be referred to as Precision Guided Selling.

Some of  those who deliver this kind of  insight selling take what might be called a “big bang” approach. 
That is, they look for one or two high-level insights that match one stage of  the buy/sell cycle, and 
then have only the top performers on the sales team use them. We believe, though, that if  an insight 
approach is used by the whole sales team it can enable them to make better decisions regarding which 
opportunities are worth pursuing, lead customers to make a change and make better supplier decisions 

kind of  insights that create new demand throughout the buy/sell cycle.

entire sales team in a surprisingly short period of  time.

PRECISION GUIDED SELLING | Selling at the speed of  C                                                                                        HAN                                                GE
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Types of  knowledge leveraged in Precision Guided Selling
Note: You may notice that we are using the term “buy/sell cycle.” This approach not only focuses 
on your sales process but embeds the customer buying process as well. Too many sales process steps 
do not reflect how the buyers buy. Most sales methodologies focus on understanding the customers 
buying process versus adding value and leading the buy process. By integrating the two we reflect the 
reality of how B2B transactions occur.

The Buy/Sell cycle
Qualification – gaining access – leading the customer decision – creating value – capturing value.

But exactly what kind of  knowledge do sales teams need to lead customer decisions and make decisions
in alignment with management strategies?

The following are examples that can be used at various stages of  the buy/sell cycle to assist salespeople
in making better decisions and lead customers to make higher value decisions that are biased toward
your solution.

 

Customer Decision Criteria: Data that enables sales to provide key customer stakeholders with the deci-
sion criteria they should use in buying or choosing a solution. This type of  knowledge can also help 

-
ship focus in recent surveys). Customer decision criteria by stakeholder is also used to model the deci-
sion internally from the customers’ perspective to gauge your competitive strengths and weakness.

Qualification Criteria: Data that assists your sales team in making better and earlier decisions on customer 
pursuit based on your shifting ideal customer profile. We have heard comments from many sales leaders 
such as “we invested in the sales process for an opportunity we never should have been pursuing.” 
Typical ideal customer criteria include customers that have a defined need, budget, access 
to leadership, value our solution, etc.

Vertical Market Challenges: Data that can be used to gain access to higher levels of leadership and create 
demand by advising them of upcoming challenges to meeting their business objectives. For many sales 
teams gaining access above a low level buyer can be challenging. Many sales methodologies teach that 
to gain access to higher level buyers you need insight into their future. Leaders are paid to see the future 
and plan accordingly. Legacy sales approaches focus on the “how” but not the “what.” PGS provides 
sales teams with market trends that have the ability to impact customer goal achievement. One of our 
customers competes with offshoring. The data they needed was emerging trends that are occurring in 
offshore countries and the ability to directly connect those trends to impact on the customer’s strategies, 
key initiatives and operational processes.

EARLY STAGE: qualifying, gaining access and leading the decision.
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This type of  information takes the salesperson from understanding the customers’ buy process to adding 
value and leading the decision process early on. It also helps to address commoditization issues that 
typically occur at the end of  the buy/sell cycle. 

The most common global negotiation tactic is 

“I can get the same thing cheaper”.
Leading the decision process allows sales to proactively and early in the cycle begin changing the “same 
thing” conversation with facts. One such company was in the e-learning space. When we executed the 

-
ria to determine if  in fact their nearest competitor was “the same thing.”

MID STAGE: creating value.

Value Maps: Data that helps reps match customer strategies, business initiatives, and desired operation-
al improvements to all aspects of  your value, including people, processes, software, products, services, 
and capabilities. Such knowledge can also be used to help change the conversation from the price of  the 
product to the value of  the solution. Buyers buy when they see how your solution meets their needs, at 
multiple levels, with higher probability and lower risk than alternatives. We also know that many orga-
nizations do not have current data, in formats that sales can use to map this value. Many of  our clients 
have the ability to impact their customers on many levels that customers are not aware of. This hidden 

Core Messaging: Data in the form of  scripted conversations that allow sales to clearly articulate your 
organization’s message in order to align your value drivers with customers’ needs and your brand posi-
tioning. Core messaging allows sales teams to connect one side of  the value map, that is the customer’s 
current strategies, key initiatives and desired operational improvements to your capabilities. It is not 
enough to have visual value mapping in the form of  bullets on a page, sales needs the ability to clearly
articulate these connections. Value mapping and core messaging are designed to differentiate and add
value. 

LATE STAGE: capturing value.
Commercial Terms: Most deal approval processes are either highly centralized which reduces deal 
variance but adds a disconnect between sales and the customer or highly decentralized which creates 
faster connection but results in wider deal variance. 
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The approach of  PGS is to provide what we refer to as centralized strategy with decentralized execu-
tion. By cross functional leadership providing sales teams with suggested ranges on typically negotiated 
terms such as price, limits of  liability, service levels etc., the team is prepared to either package com-
mercial terms that stay within the guidelines and present direct to the customer or, submit through the 
traditional deal approval process.

-
creasing length of  contract, adding in a new product or service or bundling solutions as their priorities 
shift.

Multiple Solution Options: Data that shows reps multiple ways of  packaging and presenting the com-

value of  the solution. This data also allows salespeople to obtain pricing and legal terms and conditions 
that align with the customer value created. If  value mapping and core messaging create value, packag-
ing solution options assists in value capture.

Objections and Negotiation Tactics: Knowledge reps can use to anticipate typical post presentation 
“pushback” and be able to counter commoditization and price pressure. Based on our two year study 
of  buyer tactics in 19 countries we know that 97% of  negotiation tactics can be anticipated and fall into 
two categories. Buyers will refer to their alternative and ask for a concession or simply ask for a conces-
sion. By embedding insight into actual buyer negotiation tactics sellers can increase negotiation courage 
by anticipating and having the data they need to respond rationally. In absence of  this data, sellers are 

-
sions.

SUMMARY.

Precision Guided Selling provides an actionable knowledge base 

salespeople make better decisions on behalf  of  your company, 
create demand, and lead your customers to make higher value 
decisions that are biased toward your solution.

Perhaps most important, since all this data follows patterns, and can be collected, 
improved, and distributed as best practices...
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THE DAY OF ZERO-BASING 
THIS TYPE OF ANALYSIS
ONE OPPORTUNITY
AT A TIME IS OVER.
We refer to this approach as having the right knowledge, at the right time in the right format. 
We meet salespeople where they are based on:
• level of  their sale (inside sales vs. global account management)
• the stage of  the buy/sell cycle they are at
• the format that is most appropriate for them (embedded in emails, PowerPoint or Word/PDF documents)

There is so much discussion on big data today and organizations are awash in data. What sellers need 
today is not more data but what we refer to as actionable small data that provides insight into their and 
their customers decisions.

This approach expands and contracts the depth and breadth of  the data in alignment with how they 

calling on independent businesses or managing global accounts, conversations need to be had and 
decisions need to be made and led at every phase of  the buy/sell cycle.

It is time to change reactive discovery to 
leading with PROACTIVE KNOWLEDGE.
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How to CONSTRUCT a Knowledge base.
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Now it’s time to talk about how to construct KNOWLEDGE that provides actionable insights.

Both, however, are expensive, time consuming, and frequently provide knowledge that is irrelevant, 
slow to change, and, as a result, become dated very quickly. 

There are several different ways that such knowledge can be built. Some proponents of the process
argue for building entire departments staffed by full-time employees, while others suggest buying the
data from management consulting firms.

Additionally the knowledge needs to be constructed at the right level for the sellers from inside sales 
up to global account managers.

The knowledge collection and distribution process needs to remain dynamic in nature to capture shifting 
management priorities as well as market shifts in your competitive value and needs of  your customers.

In order to avoid these issues,
approach to the subject, which starts with
a few basic tenets concerning building,
distributing, and updating best practice 
knowledge.
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• A great deal of  knowledge exists at the cross-functional leader and front-line sales levels.

• This knowledge is neither shared nor collected, made readily accessible, or advanced as best practice.

• Any company can become a “best practice knowledge factory” with a part-time, virtual team of  
  existing employees.

The most effective way of housing, updating, and distributing best practice knowledge is through
technology.

Knowledge MINING & Readiness Assessment.

Bearing these three basic tenets in mind, our approach to creating
insight in an organization is to MINE, IMPROVE, & UPDATE the 
knowledge that already exists. This is accomplished through a two-step 
process consisting of  gathering data and then analyzing it.

-
tion is a readiness and mining process. In this stage already existing —although scattered— data is col-

• Emerging trends in the market that are challenging your customers’ goal achievement. These trends 
are leveraged to gain access above the “buyer” 

• What criteria your customers’ stakeholders should be using in deciding whether or not to buy or 
choose your solution. Decision stakeholders and criteria are leveraged to guide and improve the
customer decision

organizations
• The competencies, people, products, services, and technology you have that link directly to your cus-

• Typical objections and negotiation tactics your team experiences throughout the deal cycle such that 

This data can be gathered with focus groups and simple e-surveys of  cross-functional leadership and
front-line salespeople. 
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example, be done according to “scope,” that is, one survey might cover more strategic national/global 
accounts while another would deal with the kind of  transactional accounts normally handled by your 

The surveys might also be conducted by solution type—one for your most complex solutions and one 
for your simplest ones.

ANALYSIS of  EXISTING Knowledge. 
There is a great deal that can be learned from this already-existing 
data, the most important of  which concerns the readiness level of  your 
sales team, how your company’s cross-functional leaders and sales see 
the market, and how your brand is portrayed in the marketplace.

Readiness Level of  Your Sales Team. 
The data collected provides a sense of  your salespeople’s current level or ability to make the transition 
to begin guiding customers toward your solution. It tells you how well they understand market challeng-
es facing your customers, what business impact they can have on your customers’ organizations, etc. It’s 
important in developing these insights to not shoot so high that they are beyond the sales team’s ability 
to understand, or so low that they’re provided with insights they already have.

The goal is to collect and distribute best practices while, at the same time, move your salespeople up 
to the next level. This approach has drastic impact on onboarding new reps and moving “B” to “A” 
players.

How You SEE the Market. 
The second outcome of  the knowledge mining and readiness is to get a sense of  how both cross-func-
tional leaders and sales are seeing the market. This tells you the current state of  the alignment—or lack 
thereof—between corporate strategy and sales tactics.

How Your Brand is Portrayed. 
Finally, the data collected enables you to determine what marketing and senior leadership are attempt-
ing to portray with your brand, and if  the ideas in your sales team’s heads are behind, ahead of, or in 
sync with how you want your brand to be communicated.
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team into data packets that match all stages of  the buy/sell cycle, and then loaded into a cloud-based 
tool for housing, distribution, and updates. 

Contrary to popular belief, the knowledge itself  is not a 

phase of  the buy/sell cycle, and need not speak only to 
top salespeople and top customers.

insights that are relevant at every stage of  the cycle, and are equally valid whether the deal is a simple 
one with a short cycle or a complicated one with a longer cycle.

Leveraging the distributed knowledge in your organization is neither time consuming nor costly.

draft of  Precision Guided Selling data.
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The IMPACT of  sales training.
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In the early days, selling was considered to be all about building personal relationships.

-
cluding giving sales organizations a common language and process for selling.

In fact, most sales training providers today still focus on that 
generic methodology—a step-by-step process based on the 

blanks” with the actual data that applies to their opportunity.

opportunity and are provided a blank one for the next, neither of  which they will even look at again, 
much less use. (To be fair, they may have found a couple of  nuggets that resonated with them and stored them away to 
use periodically.) And there are good reasons why they don’t use the form going forward, besides the fact that it 
doesn’t help put money in their pockets:

1) it takes a lot of  time to complete
2) they have to start from scratch each time
3) it usually focuses on a higher-level plan and
4) doesn’t really help with the one thing that’s critical to their success,

that is—gaining customer access, preparing for their interaction, and conducting an 
interaction that creates demand by leading the customer.

In fact, most legacy sales approaches are led by customer discovery.
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customer needs and linking them to your products and services as a solution. As a result, the goal of  

workshop—Who are their buyers? What are their needs? How politically aligned are they? We call this 
a zero- based approach because each individual must start from scratch in completing the form for each 
new opportunity. Even more of  a problem, it misses one critical aspect—leading customers and creating 
demand by identifying existing and emerging challenges to their goal achievement, leading their deci-
sion process and showing how your solution can help them overcome those obstacles better than their 
alternatives.

To our minds, though, it is neither the methodology nor the blank
forms that bring value... it’s the “answers that go into the forms.”
As a result of  radical market shifts in the last few years, legacy approaches to selling, marketing messag-

Insight Selling and Precision Guided Selling?” Insight Selling was a step in the right direction and is
more effective than legacy sales approaches. Precision Guided Selling could be thought of as Insight V2.0. 

The fundamental ideas behind Insight Selling are sound but Precision Guided Selling offers many
advantages: 

-
mand” phase

• Data in the form of  an actionable knowledge base in formats salespeople can use (e-mail, PowerPoint 
and Word)

• Precision Guided Selling focuses on both value creation (selling) and value capture (negotiation) in one 
solution

• Allows for leadership to guide salespeople’s decisions and sales to guide customer decisions
• Does not require large ongoing investments in data from third parties or creating internal departments 

to manage the data
• Is dynamic and changes with the priorities of  leadership and competitive market shifts and customer 

needs shifts
• A core belief  of  Precision Guided Selling is that there are repeatable patterns in selling that can be 

collected, improved, distributed, and leveraged

Sales teams are trained in leveraging those patterns to improve their selling decisions and lead the 
customer decisions in the following areas:
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• Analyzing ideal customer criteria to make better, faster “go/no go” decisions or adjust selling strategy 

• Using customer market challenges to gain access to leadership. The training includes gaining initial 
access via e-mail or telephone, setting up meetings face to face or virtual, executing the meetings and 
using that access to move to the next stage of  the buy/sell cycle

• How to introduce and leverage decision criteria and process that enhance customer decision making 

• Linking customer business strategies, key initiatives, and operational processes that you can help them 
improve by connecting your capabilities directly to customer’s strategies, initiatives and operational pro-

opportunities and lead the customer to see unique value connections
• How to link customer challenges to your unique capabilities with core messaging
• Anticipate actual objections and verbal buyer tactics from your buyers, recognize the patterns they 
  follow and provide the sales team hard data to counteract

What emerges from Precision Guided Selling training 
is what we call your customer facing “core story.”

operational improvements”

3) “our core competencies, supported by products and services help you bridge that gap”
4) “we have three paths forward, that link our competencies, to assist you in executing your strategic goals, key initiatives 

and operational improvements better than your alternatives”

Discovery vs. Signaling and Validation

As mentioned earlier, most legacy sales training is heavily based on discovery questions. In PGS discov-
ery is still important but focuses more on signaling using your knowledge base and validation to custom-
ize for this client.

PGS data is used at the appropriate stages of  the buy/sell cycle as follows:
• leading on market trends and decision support
• leading on strategies/initiatives/operations you can impact that are not currently on customers’ radar
• diagnosing their current and desired state on strategies, initiatives and operations
• discovering unique strategies, initiatives and operations
• customize to how they “brand” them and insert metrics
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Using knowledge to sell is ultimately about collecting best practices from leaders and your best sales 
performers, improving them, and raising the competency level of  your entire sales team by institutional-
izing those best practices and adding new ones.

“a deep intuitive understanding,” so one of  the main goals of  this 
approach is to embed deep intuitive understanding in your sales team. In other words, it’s like preparing 
your team to act as value-added consultants—not experts in consultative selling but business consultants 
who are able to bring data that provides insight, create demand, and then manage that demand in a 
way that customers are biased toward your solution.

Unlike reps who practice generic selling methodology, the primary skills sales reps need include being 
able to think rationally, having strong judgment, understanding trends, seeing patterns, making con-
nections, and being able to lead customers. Because of  this, the training that sales teams need to lead is 

that creates insights at appropriate times with the appropriate stakeholders.

been provided for the sales team. The research these reps do perform (the 20% that’s left to do) is focused 
-

tion, needs, organization, etc.

customer. We have worked with sales teams that are selling consumer products to independent restau-
rants and grocery stores as well as with technology companies selling complex integrated enterprise 
level solutions.

Of  course, in both situations the idea of  leveraging patterns to help sellers make better sales decisions, 
and lead customers to make higher value sales decisions, is relevant. 

be approached in a unique way.

Finally, in thinking about training salespeople in this new reality, it’s best to think less in terms of  how 
they have been taught in the past and more in terms of  how consultants are prepared.

training and the kind of  training that’s needed for Insight Selling. Salespeople who leverage data and 

time shifts in leader priorities, customer needs and competitive shifts.
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Virtual KNOWLEDGE factory.
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Now we will discuss how organizations that adopt this approach must not only increase those individual 
skills but build enterprise competency as well.

Building a Virtual Knowledge Factory
This is an essential aspect of  developing a Precision Guided Selling approach, because in order for this 
approach to be successful the entire organization must understand that everyone is in sales.

As market conditions shift—that is, changes take place in  a company’s or its competitors’ capa-
bilities, its customers’ needs, the external regulatory environment, and others—an organization must 
be able to adjust its messaging in real time. In order to accomplish this, some proponents of  an insight 

full-time internal insight creation department. To our minds, however, providing sales with real time 
data should be part of  a living, breathing, company-wide virtual ecosystem. In fact, this capability is a 
key competitive advantage and should not be outsourced per a report from Accenture on 2014 trends. 
Further, Accenture reports that “time to insight” is a key emerging capability. That is, as fast as the mar-

team.

In other words, it’s not just a “sales system.” Rather, it’s an organizational approach that’s designed to
be embraced by all cross-functional senior leaders so it becomes deeply imbedded in the DNA of  the 
change. 

So rather than using external consultants or developing new departments, the companies we work with 
use existing employees to create virtual teams on a part-time basis, which in turn provide their compa-
nies with an organizational strategy for maintaining competitive advantage and brand equity, as well as 
driving organic growth.

We provide facilitation for these teams but keep the competency 
in house and cross-functional leaders engaged.
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Virtually all cross-functional departments can play a role in providing leader strategy and market up-
dates to the sales team to help them accomplish these aims. And when they do, the company essentially 
becomes an insight factory.

Among those who contribute to this insight are:

• Senior leadership which has a deep and wide understanding of  shifts in regulations, emerging
  markets, and current research, can now share insights into how those shifts impact customers.

• Product and service managers, who have access to data on the effectiveness of the company’s
  solutions, can provide information on existing and emerging customer needs for existing as well as 
  new products and services.

• Marketing, which has traditionally determined marketing messaging, can now also be involved in
  crafting messages that provide insight into emerging market conditions. 

• Legal/contracts and pricing/finance, all of  which play a role in the value capture aspect of
  selling, can now share insights that connect their business priorities to sales tactics. 

In other words, there are many sources in every organization that can provide knowledge that will help 
the sales team and, by extension, the entire company. When drawing on these sources, however, it’s im-
portant that companies make sure to tie their knowledge primarily into their core business, whether it’s 
consumer electronics, OEM manufacturing, logistics, or software testing.

If  you are in the logistics business, for example, everyone on your team should be acutely aware of  the 
latest developments in logistics and supply chain management. They should also be aware of  emerging 
changes in logistics that will impact on your customers’ ability to meet those goals on which you can 
have an impact, how to source logistics and supply chain solutions, etc. That being said, there is also 
value in having insight into your customers in those vertical markets, and what their challenges are, but 
only if  you can connect it back to your core business and how you solve similar emerging market chal-
lenges. A key aspect of  this approach is scalability. Customers value how your knowledge into your core 
market impacts their ability to reach their goals.
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Now, let’s discuss how technology is evolving to provide 
support for a Precision Guided Selling approach.
How Technology Can Be Leveraged to Guide Salespeople and Customers

Management, “Selling on the basis of  facts and insights is a crucial skill for a successful sales profes-
sional and will become dramatically more important in the next few decades as market complexities 
increase and analytics as a competitive advantage come closer to maturity. Just don’t ask salespeople 
to chase those facts and insights themselves.” 

-

As Accenture noted in its 2013 technology trends report, however, data is a strategic asset that everyone 
in an organization should be able to access if  it’s to help companies achieve their goals. And for every 
organization that adopts an insight approach, one of  those goals should be to become an ongoing in-
sight factory, and technology can help such companies make that a reality.

Unfortunately, it’s not happening, at least not yet. In a recent survey, 74% of  organizations reported low 
adoption of  CRM by their salespeople.

The primary reason for this is that sales views CRM as a “tax.” Like traditional sales training, it’s a tool 

competitive advantage.

To address the changes going on in today’s market, CRM must evolve so that instead of  focusing on 
collecting data and executing customer discovery, it focuses on dispensing insight and enabling sales to 
lead their clients. In other words, it has to become a competitive weapon.

we found several of  their conclusions to be extremely insightful.
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One conclusion is that CRM must be designed for collaboration rather than for a single user. Reps need 

To achieve this, the next generation of  CRM must leverage technology to provide data to salespeople 
as opposed to just collecting data from them.

This use of  technology not only enables organizations to collect and distribute the best practice of  the 
sales team, it also allows leadership to communicate its high-level strategies directly to those executing 
them at the deal level.

The CSO Insights report also stresses the importance of  “guided selling,” which is essentially focusing 
on providing data for salespeople where and when they need it rather than simply tracking their current 
stage in the buy/sell process.

This is very important since buyers today already have access to an enormous amount of  data on both 
you and your competitors before you even start talking to them. Sales needs the kind of  data that will 
allow them to catch up and, eventually, lead the buyer toward his or her buying decision.

Finally, as Accenture reported in its 2013 trends report, everyone in an organization must be able to
collect all the available organizational knowledge into a tool that can be leveraged to win deals. In
addition, though, because “time to insight” has become increasingly important, technology can and 
should be used to distribute data about shifts in your capabilities, your competitors’ capabilities, and 
your customers’ needs, and do it immediately.

The heart of  the Precision Guided Selling approach is, of  course, the knowledge base itself. Salespeople 
need knowledge that enables them to have the right conversation at the right time with the right people. 
And since this evolves as the market shifts, what’s needed is a technology that houses, distributes, and 
updates best practices of  sales as well as the key priorities of  leadership. Literally at each stage of  the 
buy/sell cycle, salespeople have access to the right data, at the right time in the right format. As impor-
tant, using technology to communicate TO salespeople allows for real time communication of  leader 
priorities and competitive market shifts to the sales team.

Technology Guided Coaching
Another key use of  technology in the PGS approach is to align best practice coaching with every phase 
of  the buy/sell process. Most front line sales leaders are skilled in coaching “discovery” that focuses 
on asking questions of  reps to determine gaps in their knowledge. In conjunction with Selling Power 
Magazine we studied 100 organizations that “deeply ingrained sales training into the DNA of  their 
organization.” One of the top three drivers was coaching. We also know that it is difficult not only to 
get managers to coach but to get them to do it well. There is wide variance in coaching methods that 
range from simply auditing process steps, adding value with true coaching or doing the work for the rep. 
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• the goal of  coaching is to enable sales teams to sell themselves, not have sales leaders go in and do 
  it for them

• 91% of  sales leaders say that coaching is “mission critical” or “very important” (47.3%/43.6%)

• organizations report 11% exceed expectations in coaching, 44% meet expectations and 47% need
  improvement

• win rate on forecasted deals was 41.6% for needs improvement, 47.6% for meets expectation and
  57% for exceeds expectations

• the highest level of  coaching = almost 20 points in win rate 

In the same report CSO Insights stated that guided coaching can be enhanced by 
technology if  it meets the following standards: 

• needs to be accurate and provide fact based analysis
• needs to be consistent and provide a guided process
• needs to have relevant coaching that matches each phase of  the sales process and meets seller
  “where they are” from qualification to close
• timing, reps need access to it 24/7
• individualized, needs to be based on their deal facts

Much like insight that is distributed throughout the organization can be mined and shared so can best 
practice coaching by embedding those best practices into technology that can be leveraged to increase 
win rates.

At 5600blue, our proprietary cloud-based app has been purposely 
built to provide insight data to salespeople that is leveraged to lead 
the customer conversations at every stage of  the buy/sell cycle, as 
well as provide guided coaching that leverages best practice.
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Sales Transformation and the Role of  Precision Guided Selling
In this closing chapter we would like to focus on the reasons sales transformation is a hot topic right 
now, what we are transforming to the role of  Precision Guided Selling in sales transformation.

Why Sales Transformation?
As stated at the outset, the speed at which market changes are occurring are driving many companies 
to consider transforming the way they sell. Additionally, Chief Sales Officer Insights reports that over 
90% of firms are raising revenue goals yet forecasted win rates are still below 50% and below the 
average of  a craps table in Vegas!

Therefore we can assume an even more basic and fundamental drive for transformation…the need for 
sales teams to make their number in an environment that’s changing rapidly and where the legacy sales 
enablement solutions are just not working. 

Transform to What?
This is the key question. What are we transforming to and what happens when we get there? Most or-

Insights has published what we believe to be the best gauge of  hard metrics around what a world class 
selling organization looks like and what the results are.

This relationship/process matrix out-
lines the need for companies to move 
up the food chain in the customer rela-
tionship aspect from vendor to trusted 
partner. At the same time the organiza-
tion needs to move from a random sales 
process and install a dynamic one that 
can adjust as market realities shift. 
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increased.

This clearly demonstrates that organizations are bringing more science and metrics to 
selling and those that do not transform run the risk of  being left behind.

The Role Of  Precision Guided Selling in Sales Transformation

their sales process.

What we saw there is the same accepted practice that is no longer acceptable. There were different 
consultants and different departments who owned the sales process, sales training, technology, etc. 
In fact we worked with this client to attempt to map three different sales methodology providers to 
their sales process. Then engaged the technology folks in an attempt to map CRM to sales process.
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sales leader has time for that. When the project was completed it wasn’t an integrated system but rather 
a patchwork quilt of  people, process and technology.

Precision Guided Selling integrates all the support tools with sales process at the center. Training meth-
odology, best practice knowledge data, technology, coaching, win/loss reviews, etc. are all mapped to
each stage of  the sales process in one vertically integrated solution. 

As sales organizations begin the transformation to world 
class, integration of  all the various tools and support 
required to advance the relationship/process matrix are 
now available in one integrated, holistic solution.
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and resources needed to implement sales transformation at the organiza-
tional competency and individual skill levels.

5600blue.com
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